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Introduction: Calcium-aluminium-rich inclusions (CAIs) are 

rare refractory oxide grains found in many classes of primitive 
meteorite.  As the oldest dated objects in such meteorites, their 
age of 4567 Myr [1] is commonly taken to be the age of the Solar 
System. They evidently formed in a very hot gas of solar compo-
sition, either by condensation, or as evaporative residues. But 
where they formed is unclear. Many believe the hot gas was lo-
cated close to the infant Sun, perhaps at the irradiated inner edge 
of the accretion disk [2]. If so, the CAIs subsequently traveled 
several AU outwards because they are now entombed in aster-
oids.  Here, I ask whether, instead, most CAIs formed in or near 
the asteroid belt, with the hot ‘solar’ gas being generated locally 
by a giant impact between very early (accreted, say, 300 kyr pre-
CAIs) pre-heated, Moon-sized planetary embryos. This idea may 
seem outrageous, but the following evidence suggests that it is 
not implausible: 

Brief formation time: Bulk CAIs in CV chondrites plot on a 
tight Al-Mg isochron, suggesting they formed in <20,000 years 
[3], and perhaps, therefore, in an instantaneous event.  

Planetary accretion and melting before CAIs:  ε182W in 
some iron meteorites is more negative than the initial ε182W  in 
CAIs, even allowing for cosmic ray effects [4, 5].  Although the 
two ε182W values overlap within error, the data imply that these 
irons are from cores of planetary bodies that accreted and became 
molten probably before CAIs were made. 

Early giant impacts: Cooling rates for IVA irons suggest 
that their parent body was created following an early giant hit-
and-run impact [6]. Strong depletion of volatile elements in these 
irons, and also in HED meteorites has also been attributed to 
early giant impacts [7]. Accretion modeling predicts Moon-sized 
planetary embryos possibly within 100 kyr of in-fall [8]. 

26Al superheating: 26Al was a short-lived, widespread, po-
tent heat source [3]. It would rapidly have heated early-formed 
Moon-sized bodies well above the normal melting point because 
pressure raises the solidus. The stored heat would have aided va-
porization following catastrophic decompression.  

Impact-generated CAIs: Chondrules in CB meteorites evi-
dently formed in a giant impact about 5 Myr after the beginning 
[9].  Unusual CAIs in related metal-rich chondrites have small 
26Mg excesses [10] consistent with their formation at the same 5 
Myr time, and thus, perhaps, in the same event. 

Oxygen isotopes: If the above CAIs were made at 5 Myr, 
then their 16O enrichment probably resulted from local fractiona-
tion of oxygen in the impact vapour plume. Thus high 16O in 
normal CAIs may have a similar origin. Extremely enriched 18O 
in so called PCPs in the pristine chondrite, Acfer 094 [11] may 
be a rare survivor of the complementary mass-independently 
fractionated oxygen from CAI formation. 
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